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“My wish is to stay always like this, living
quietly in a corner of nature.”

-Claude Monet

Bayberry
Becky Chase

Welcome to “orangepeel outside,” our magazines’s fifth issue. This one has been
marked by a number of shifts. To start, we received a lot of unexpected attention on
social media while promoting this magazine, resulting in a huge influx of
submissions. To be more exact, we received nearly double the submissions that we
did for our previous set of issues. This experience was extremely rich, as we learned
more about what directions we want orangepeel to go into. It was also rich because
the submissions themselves were rich. We received so, so many beautiful works,
many of which you will see in this magazine. While this submission cycle ended up
being more tiring than any other, your depictions of nature grounded us and
reminded us of what matters. I can say confidently that many of my personal favorite
works to be featured in orangepeel await you in this issue.

This issue’s theme was chosen out of both love and fear. The seeming timelessness
of the outdoors is entrancing. Sometimes when I’m outside, I like to play a game
where I try to empty my field of vision of any sign of our times. No phones, no
clothes, no billboards, no chairs. Just the landscape and the animals. I’ll admit, I
doubt the sights I see while playing this game are truly unspoiled, but it does make
me consider how time, memory, and nature operate together. As our climate changes
and we continue to harm the world around us, orangepeel optimistically offers this
magazine issue as a glimpse into how our contributors see Earth as it has been and as
it is for us now.

Let’s talk about this issue’s orange peels. If you’re unacquainted, we like to call
special little details that really stuck with us throughout the consideration process
orange peels. In this lovely issue, look out for a tiny white feather, broccolini in a
community garden, an imagined moon, and an ominous crab. Be sure to keep your
eyes peeled for your own orange peels while you flip through!

orangepeel is a collaborative global effort that would be nowhere without the
time, effort, and dedication of its amazing contributors. This issue’s contributors call
Australia, Austria, Bahrain, Canada, England, France, India, Ireland, Italy, the
Netherlands, Northern Ireland, Puerto Rico, Singapore, Scotland, South Korea,
Spain, Switzerland, Uganda, the United Kingdom, and the United States of America
home. With this range of homelands comes a similarly varied landscape chronicled by
this issue. We have mountains and lakes, jungles and gardens, birds and fungi. One
thing that kept coming up as we made the issue is how much we have learned about
the world from these pieces. I hope you enjoy the journey as much as the staff has.

Without further ado, I invite you to grab your drink of choice (it’s cider season
where I am!), get comfortable, and dive in. Even if you aren’t outside, this issue will
take you there.

- Gabby // founder and lead editor
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to the land
kimani rose

you’ve housed so many bodies before mine and I hope you can forgive my offering
of rot and old to become something
you are so soaked with blood and salted, I see body fruit decay from poplar tree
crumble into the paper I wrote this on

and I am so sorry

I wish sharks only ate colonizers and that’s why they followed the ships
I wish waves neutralized weaponry so no war ship could float
I wish the clouds opened their mouths and swallowed bombs thrown at the
starving brown children

I wish you whispered a language that could be read by greed
understood by the hands that take

and destroy

Nature Is Growth
Fatema Alzari
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Waves
Nayeun Park
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things i’ve seen at 6:15 (am and pm)
Lily Inskip-Shesnicky

A mysterious path through the forest that should lead to nowhere, but something
made it change its mind. Secret puddles in the earth, wooden chair alone, naked birch
at a crossroads. Perhaps it’s the twisting grey clouds prepping for a storm, the
nostalgia of photo albums, or just the way I slept—feet sticking off the ends—but I
keep finding leylines in places I least expect them. In the bending branches that form
natural archways, tufts of wheat in fields of otherwise green, unprompted powerlines,
surprise ponds, and objects scattered amongst felled trees.

Sixty Billion Sunsets / A
Portable Romance

Molly Burt-Westvig
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skin/shells
Niamh Busby

You’ve started picking seashells instead of your skin. Searching through piles on the
beach, their edges catching on your fingers and then you tug/dig/scoop until it's in
your hand and then in your pocket. Some come easily, others with a bit more
concentration. You prefer the latter. You feel like you’ve earned it and your shoulders
loosen with every difficult shell that has been extracted from the sand. It feels like it
should. The only thing missing is the pus/blood/loose skin on your face.

It began after a bleak doctor’s appointment, too many questions from him and not
many answers from you. Why do you do it? Don’t you want it to get better? Your
doctor’s nice enough but you're sick of him touching your face and turning it from
side to side, disappointment in the lines of his face. It won’t go away if you keep doing
this, do you understand? The doctors’ is in one of the houses that line the seafront
and you hope that one day it’ll crumple into the sea like a sandcastle, erasing
everything that ever happened inside it. The beach is calming after the bad
appointments and one day you sat, chin on your knees until the tightness in your
chest disappeared and your hands stopped shaking. You picked at the shells around
you, feeling the grain of them, the smoothness of them, the hardness. They felt like
the acne on your skin.

A girl you went to school with told people how she would write on a piece of paper
and put it in a jar whenever she felt bad. It got rid of whatever was bothering her by
putting it away, letting it go. It had sounded smart when you had first heard it, smart
enough that you bought some jars but never wrote anything to put into them, unable
to at the thought of how many jars would pile up with all these scraps of paper in your
room, under your bed. Now you fill them with shells instead. Much more aesthetically
pleasing.

You grow your nails out which disgusts your chronic nail-biting sister while you relish
in the chunks of sand that get stuck underneath them. You leave pockmarks in the
sand, trace your fingers over them gently until the surface smooths out flat and even
as though there was never any imperfection at all. You look in the mirror most days
hoping to see the same transformation in your face. It’s a slow process.

Your family thinks you might study marine biology at uni like some of the lads in
school are, that you’re interested in conchology - the only way they can understand
why you have all these jars and shells. You’ve learned a lot since you started, looked
up their names, how they form, even bought a book on them but that’s as far as it
goes. That’s as far as it ever goes when you think about the future. Here and now and
nothing else.

Mum worried at the start when she realised where you were going every day, thinking
about the tablets you swallow morning and night and what the doctor said about
suicide rates while taking them. The thought crossed your mind. Disappearing into
the sea would be so easy if it wasn’t for the local swimmers there constantly when you
are. You learn their faces, young/old/smiley. There is no hint of insecurity in their
faces, no self consciousness in their bare legged strides into the tide, their skin

Deep end
Federica Aiello Pini
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were doing, how much better your skin was looking. That wasn’t so hard was it? he
asked. It made you want to scream, to tear your face off and tell him about the jars,
the shells in your pocket and how your dreams are filled with the roar of the sea.

When you walk back to get your shoes, Conor is sitting beside them, sand clinging to
the damp skin of his thighs and calves.

“I’m sorry,” he says and holds out a shell to you. “For the other day.”

You take it and feel every awkwardness and wariness you felt towards him collapse
away. The scallop shell is the largest one you’ve seen and there’s a heaviness to it you
didn’t expect. It feels like a piece of him. It feels like a piece of you.

“Where did you find this?” you ask.

He nods towards the tide, “Found it when I was coming out, nearly cut my toe on it.”

He smiles at you, squinting against the sun and you run a finger over every ridge of
the shell and imagine it’s your cheek with all its bumps and dips. You press your
thumbnail into it.

“Why do you pick shells?” Conor asks suddenly.

“Why do you swim?” you ask just to be annoying.

He takes a moment to reply “It’s stops me from feeling awful all the time”

“That’s why I do this.”

“Does it help?”

“Most of the time.”

He starts picking shells with you after that. He’ll finish his swim and fall into step
beside you, talking/laughing/smiling as he hands you shells he finds interesting or
ones he wants to know the names of. You do this for a week before he comes up to
you as soon as he sees you.

“I picked shells, now it’s your turn to swim.”

You near die right there on the beach, stomach somewhere around your feet. You
flounder for several beats before you say, “My skin-”

Conor’s hands are on your cheeks, thumbs brushing the crests and slopes of them.
“Trust me.”

You do trust him. More than anyone possibly in this moment because who else has
touched your skin like this, with such care, with such disinterest in what your skin
looks like, feels like?

He goes into the water before you while you unwind your scarf and peel your coat off.
You only falter when you’re standing at the tide’s edge in your underwear and you see
the swimmers all watching you, their eyes probably on your skin. Disgusted/
disgusted/disgusted.

available for all to see. They don’t seem to care. Part of you hates them for that.

So you patrol the beach back and forth, searching/selecting/extracting until the urge
leaves you and your fingers are sore, pockets bulging with your finds while the
swimmers laugh and shout to each other. You nod hello to dog walkers/joggers/
elderly couples and you know they whisper about you and your fixation with shells,
can feel the eyes of the swimmers watching you. One of them is a lad around your age
that you’ve seen around town and once while waiting in Boots for your prescription.
He had said hello as though you knew each other and he does it every time he passes
you on the beach now. He’s taller and broader than you and the only imperfections on
his skin are the freckles and moles that dot across every visible surface. If you would
even call them imperfections.

You stop one day and take a moment to watch the swimmers and the sunlight
reflecting off the water’s peaks when he comes up beside you. You must look strange
standing together. Him in his swimming shorts and you in a thick coat and a scarf
wrapped around your neck despite the climbing temperatures.

“You should join us one day,” he says. “If you want.”

“Isn’t it freezing?” it comes out before you realise and you bite your tongue.

He laughs, “Only at the start. It’s good for you.”

Good for your skin you’ve been told. You were told that a lot of things are good for
your skin and all but one caused you more pain than anything. The only good thing
seems to be hard medication. But that has its own sort of pain.

“I’m Conor,” he says and your ears ring.

Does he see the scars on your face where you picked yourself bloody, nails digging in
like scalpels until you felt like you could breathe again? Does he see the acne you’ve
yet to touch scattered across your cheeks like the limpets on the rocks? Your fingers
itch. You need to pick. You fish your hand into your pocket for a shell, drag a
fingernail over it/over it/over it and let your hand swallow it whole and crush it. Your
hand comes out of your pocket, the remains of the shell slipping away and all you’re
left with is pinpricks of blood on your palm. Does he see this too?

“Sorry,” you say and walk away, face burning, shells clinking in your pocket.

You hate yourself the whole way home. The whole way through dinner. The whole
way through your night-time routine. You pop a tablet out of the packet, rolling it
between your thumb and forefinger and for a moment it's a pheasant shell, sleek and
rounded before you blink and push the tablet inside your mouth to swallow. You feel
like clawing your face off, peeling/slicing/removing until there’s nothing left and you
can start again. You dump a jar of shells onto the carpet instead and pick through
them until the jar is full again and your eyelids itch and droop.

Conor tries to approach you a few times over the next couple of days but stops every
time you move away. You start taking your shoes off when you’re on the beach,
leaving them to the side while you stop and curl your toes into the sand every so often
and think you’re here/you’re here/you’re here. You thought about not going to the
beach anymore, too embarrassed to face him but then your doctor said how well you
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Home Land (day and night)
Annie Kwon

“Look at me,” Conor calls out to you. “Don’t listen to your head. They don’t care.”

Trust me, he said and you desperately wish that everything he’s saying is true, you
want it to be true.

The swimmers cheer and clap as you plunge yourself into the water, its coolness
wrapping around you like silk, caressing each and every spot/scar/cut. Your eyes
burn. You blame the salt water. Conor smiles as he wades beside you.

For the first time in years you don’t think about your skin.
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Monrovia
John Paul Kesling

matooke
Nidhi Soni

these hills rise and fall gently, their sound;
a beloved’s breath against your cheek
the wind holding the trees by their limbs as they sway gently in the sun
a poem whispered softly into a night so humid it clings to your fingertips
like sticking your hands into overripe jackfruit

these hills, the gentle slope of collarbone painted against
sunwarmed brown; banana plants against earth, poking out like
the curious green eyes of a calico cat basking in the shade of a tree

this place where summer is eternal; a perpetual room with a ray of light slicing through it,
where there is no word for summer
where there are only words
for sun for warmth for rain for wind
for storm clouds
where the sun is a creature bound to the earth with golden-coloured thread

this place where the cold is the brief morning mist, as you start your day
where the cold exists as the space between words,
where the cold cannot overstay its welcome against the unyielding sun

this place, where my heart falls apart and then mends itself, where i dream
In colours i have never seen, where i wake up against a blinding sky
with my heart in bite sized pieces on the floral bedspread

to love these hills is to be reminded that you cannot outgrow the one
that births you, to love these hills is to carry them forever with you,
to be reminded that each breath you take, is the wind rustling through
the leaves of a mvule tree, it is to hold so many ripe mangoes in your hands
that there is no space for your grief, there is only space for a thing you could
share with the one you love

this land is a yellow-tipped spear going through my heart
and it feels like there is nothing that I can do about it. 4.4 pt
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malibu, ca
Alejandra Medina

indigo;
white cascading off of
the crest of a wave.

mama fishes
for pretty rocks
to hold against the swell
of her belly.

she knows
tenderness here is momentary,
quick as a blink of an eye.
water caresses the beach
before striking

and splattering against it
and everything shatters—
even the mountains crumble
to the tide.

but mama
pretends she is a lighthouse.
she stands in the sand and watches
a hermit crab discard its shell
at her feet, little sailor
abandoning ship.

the shell perfect spiral
entices her. its edges broken,
the white speckled as brown as earth.
how nice it’d be to cocoon oneself
into its folds.

mama presses an ear
to its cavity. the water
whispers against the nacre
like the rush of blood,

crimson
tinged cobalt. it is her heart
and the ocean’s breath
in her eardrums.

somewhere
within her womb,
the child shifts. soon, mama thinks,
she’ll be hollow too, her bones
echoing memories.

she’ll cut her thumb
on the blunt edge of a knife or bite
her tongue years from now
and recall the child’s foot
against her ribs

and the empty shell
on the sand at her feet, know
that no pain can compare
to this: of her child

growing,
growing,
gone.
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STOPPING AT SALE WATER PARK
Olivia Snowdrop

the swans have gathered for a feeding:
expectant beaks, seeds hurtling and
hitting mucky lake water, the moorhens
unaware there’s a feast occurring just
across the short way. young people play
soft tunes from tin boxes, and the smell
of weed is in the air, piercing my nostrils
and mixing with bonfire smoke. oars poke
at the rippling surface and plastic boats
wind, avoiding a line of geese. the green
bank is vibrant in the sunlight and my
boyfriend dries his body and talks about
fish. i don’t wish i were drowning or
at the bottom of the bed. i open a book
instead, let the day into the pages and
graze my tongue across my teeth, then
lip; eat a crisp, lick salt and vinegar
from my fingers and lap up the ease.
the dulling breeze that muffles the sound
of boys jumping in; that little splash,
perfectly neat and clean and the glee
that awaits as they call to their mates
to join them, please, it’s not too cold. i
don’t feel old and i still am youthful. the
orange floats are useful, and on the horizon
the liquid bubbles like a diamond stew or
melting jewels, like molten rock. this is
what it costs to stop. nothing, then.

Wash
Jessica Valderrama
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Red Embers
Liam Foley

At the beginning of May 1998, Louisa and I walked from Olesa de Montserrat, a small
town in the Llobregat valley, to the base of the strange jagged mountain in the centre
of Catalunya. It was a month before she left Europe and so the last that we spent
together. Louisa was the first person that I had been close to since my release from
prison. She helped me remember. In later years I would very much miss having
somebody with me on my walks.

The spring sun was high as we left the train station on the edge of town. The suburbs
and new residential blocks soon succumbed to an industrial estate. This led onto the
Llobregat river, which we planned to follow. Out at its margin, there was a wide
expanse of scrubland that had once held a factory. The building had been demolished,
though a half-collapsed red-brick chimney continued to stake a claim. Bushes grew
through rusted machinery and robins fought for territory where they had once been
prohibited. Nature had returned. The area was cordoned off with battered mesh
fencing but we managed to climb in. A scale map of the factory's original floor plan
was visible in the lines of bricks protruding up from the concrete foundations. It's like
a wall-less labyrinth, Louisa said, I hope we don't meet a monster. I suggested we
keep to the path intended by the architect.

As we walked Louisa told me about the town where she'd grown up. Her and her
parents had lived on the outskirts of Lima. For the last two years she'd spent with
them, her father had been becoming angry, which was out of character, she said. He'd
also started shaking. She told me that she hadn't spoken to him for over three years,
and that the last time she rang, he didn't know who she was.

She said that the day she left, she remembered hugging her mum, but she couldn't
remember her dad, though he must have been there. She could only picture him
when he was younger, working in the restaurant, or playing with her and her sister. It
was as if she lost all memory of him after he'd changed, which was odd, she said, as
she usually had such a good recollection of things.

We ascended a ridge and stopped and looked back along the river valley. Ugly town
after ugly town back to Martorell. I had visited most of them and a few contained old
town centres, though these were often so obscured by the clumsy layers of new builds
and high rises that they could hardly be located. Imagine living in a place like that, I
said, having the past poking out at you from behind a supermarket. Louisa shook her
head. Maybe it would be better to tear down the old buildings and start again, rather
than having to live with it all accumulating.

As we set off, Louisa asked me why I had been in prison. She'd asked many times
before. I can't remember the time before with any clarity, I said, which was true. I
always gave the same answer.

We continued along a wide track that was skirted by dry bushes and the occasional
aloe. It was wide enough for cars to pass along and there were tire tracks in the red
dust. After some time we came to a smouldering pile of rubbish. It was made up of an

old mattress and some household waste. The flames had died down leaving a black
crater where somebody had once slept. Red embers glowed inside. They occasionally
blushed hot as the wind passed through. Louisa said that the people from the town
were dirty and probably always had been. I nodded. She always understood. I
couldn't imagine walking without her.

Can't you stay here with me, I said. But when I looked up, she was already some way
ahead and hadn't heard.

We crossed the crest of the hill and began our descent. The jagged shadow of
Montserrat lay across the valley and the famous monastery that houses the black
Maria could be seen on a high mountain ledge. I explained to Louisa that sometimes
when walking this route, I see the monastic building up above and it strikes me as an
apparition. I have to shake my head. It's as if a Tibetan monastery has been
mistakenly projected onto the Catalan hillside. Perhaps God is losing his memory, I
think. I imagine the Tibetan monks in saffron robes milling around the tiny plateaux
looking over the strange valley. They are confused. Where are the Himalayas? they
ask one another, staring out at the horizon in all directions. They are always there!

Time takes everything away, one of them says, and we may not even notice.

Near the base of the valley, we reached the gates of La Puda, a derelict spa sitting on
the banks above the Llobregat river. It was once frequented by bourgeois Catalans but
now lay in ruins amongst the sycamores. Its tall balconied windows and collapsing
roof were visible over the perimeter wall, which itself was covered with graffiti of all
colours. The huge iron gates were rusted closed, and through them, green eclipsed
everything. It's as if it was built under the cover of the forest, Louisa said. Like a lost
city in the jungle.

An iron-framed pergola holding vines partly covered the long untended promenade
leading to the main semicircular building. The upper floors would have been the
visitors' rooms. The lobby and dining rooms were below. The facade was crumbling
and its huge modernista door casings were empty of glass, though the organic forms
that the panes would have followed remained. Patches of sunlight stole through the
bare windows into the dark interior. The floor was covered with organic and plastic
debris. It smelt of rotten wood. We followed the main corridor, peering into the
rooms to either side. After some time, we reached what had once been a stairwell that
time had reduced to a series of exposed beams and platforms above and below. Stone
steps led down. We descended into the bathing gallery. The high-ceilinged chamber
had cubicles running around its periphery. It had a low orange glow and smelt
intensely of sulphur. Each compartment contained a marble bath large enough for a
single bather, though the years of gloom had long since dulled any shine. Louisa said
that she could hear the people. She turned from side to side and looked scared.

Once outside, she was calm again. We returned down the central promenade and sat
amongst the grass and brambles. In the dappled light, La Puda looked serene. Louisa
said it was like an old man with a beard that no longer felt the need to trim it.

She asked if I’d been there before. I've been to similar places, I said, though they're
hard to recall.

She asked me again why I’d been in prison. I was exhausted. The words were
submerged and they wouldn't float up.
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Tell me what happened here if you can't remember what you did, she said. She always
understood how to make me talk.

I'd read a publication about derelict municipal structures. La Puda was mentioned. A
local tailor by the name of Garrido had begun the project in 1842 but had committed
suicide on the site. This was soon after a flood destroyed the main buildings. Over the
decades, they were rebuilt, but the river surged again. Some time later, the property
was sold to a psychiatrist and used as a sanatorium. This was before a final flood from
which it never recovered.

It's hard to imagine this place back then, she said. It would be scary knowing the
water was on its way.

I listened to the river.

It wouldn't be scary.

Imagine coming as a patient and meeting the doctors and being shown to your room,
I said. It'd be that one above the main entrance. I pointed. Imagine the long days
reading in the gardens and the therapy sessions. Imagine the others appearing to be
polite and well-adjusted and speaking reasonably and smiling.

Even though they all know that something is wrong, she said.

And imagine the feeling.

Then one night, you wake in sweats and get out of bed to change your night clothes.
In the blackness, restraint and indulgence become confused, as perhaps during the
day, dreams can become confused with memories. You put on your dressing gown
and walk on light steps down the stairs to the lobby, and then continue down to the
bathing gallery. It's dark and smells intensely of sulphur. You hear the water rushing
below. You find the towel trolley and take its contents and place them in a pile at the
base of the long velvet drapes in the stairwell, and in the dark you press your finger to
the lighter. The relief begins to flood through your hands and arms and up through
your torso as you spray gas and it flares and catches and you step back. From the
promenade, the orange glow can be seen through the windows. A shadow is running
along the top landing.

I looked at Louisa and she was crying. Motionless in the shadow of La Puda, she
appeared as a black and white photo burnt at the edges.

We ambled along the path to the train station at the base of the strange jagged
mountain. In later years I would very much miss having somebody with me on my
walks.

From the train, we watched the landscape pass under a curtain of shadow. Ugly town
after ugly town back to Martorell. And the river cutting through, meandering off into
the distance, ahead of us and behind.

Daydream
Rachel Salcido
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A Song Unanswered
Charles K. Carter

David Boynton recorded the last known voice
of the Kaua̒i ʻōʻō species in 1987.

She was the native ʻŌhi̒a,
prominent tree of strength and stability,
grown from fresh lava’s soil,
producing flowers of fire,
reds and oranges and yellows to admire,
nectar for insects to thrive,
shelter for the bird’s song,
roots to help nurture growth
of other flora.

He was the invasive strawberry guava,
pretty enough and filled with sweet juices
but he made an alliance with the invasive wild pig
to spread his seed so he could grow hearty,
so he could overpower her.
His hunger is a weapon;
his control is not outwitted
by hunters nor pesticides
nor prayer.

The Kaua̒i ʻōʻō,
a child orphaned.
The small bird,
he cries one last time
for comfort in the night
but only the night answers.

How would you feel
if the sun disappeared

Anastasia Miseyko
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A Heretic’s Offerings
Willow Kang

What do I linger here for?

The fireflies have long sung their last dirges;
even the gods above have become forgetful
of the triumphs and trivialities that were sown here.

Withered leaves suspend in mid-air like linoleum tiles,
merciless to sanguine naturalists.
When night falls, I set out offerings to the moon

at a glazed altar, birthed from the smoldering remnants-
skeletal impressions of once divine familiars.

There will be no witnesses to this fool’s errand:
not the devout maple, nor the gasping fish.

Why do I grasp at a loveless godhood?
These offerings are crystalline desires plucked
from the irises of children. Their shards intertwined
with languid eyelids. How wicked can ambitions become.

Tidal Pools/Salt Flats
Olivia Carle
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Why the Winds Wail
Lucy Puopolo

Do you think that the wind knows that when it leaves
it can never return again?
If I stick my head out the window of a moving car, am I
breaking up families?
Friends? Lovers?
Are we nothing but a stream of water, is the horizon
just a cliff, will we scatter when we finally fall?
I hope the spray of our severance will be brilliant. I pray we
cast rainbows in the sky.
But then that means we were only beautiful then
because our union preceded
a shattering.
I stand on a lip above the sea, the petulant mouth of the Earth.
Winds whip around me, crying as they part on either sides
of my figure. This is what I do.
Disrupt, disturb, destroy.
Will those winds ever become one
again? Have I finally ruined something I can’t fix? Because
I cannot grab zephyrs with my hands, you know, I can’t
make two breezes into a gale,

a waterfall into a river,
those two into us two,
again.
The line between the ground and sky
will bend if you stand far enough. We are bending,
am I far enough?
How incredibly tender the world is, a unit
of broken units. A family of lonely people.
And how bizarre that
I can describe a sorrow as beautiful,
that people can become more than themselves,
with nothing but their hands and their mouths.
The wind is lonely, can’t you see?
The river just wants to be whole again.
We hike up a mountain to stand on a log
and watch a waterfall.
I stay twenty feet away; so it remains.
Undisrupted, undisturbed, undestroyed.
Holding my breath, I leave.
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Cabaret
Julia Burton

the lord’s work
Kris Hernandez

cutting down stalks of corn,
i watch you from the window.
with each hack i feel the hit
down in my marrow, far past the bone.

it’s dead,
you say,
we have to give it back to the earth.

you rip out bundles of catnip
overgrown in the beds,
soften the stems with your palms
and press them into the soil.

there is too much,
you say,
we have to give it back to the earth.

i watch you, woman i love, and wonder aloud,
will you cut me down when i get too great?
you stare at me through the screen and smile
cheeks stained with soil, fists full of flatweed.
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I’ll miss this summer
Eva Vitkute

Girl Again
Myriam Havel

I breathe in the green,
grass blades tickling my ribs;
it’s mid-September, the clouds are telling me a story,
& I am laughing.

My dad’s moustache, itchy on my cheek,
like the fallen fir needles stuck to my feet;
a memory of tree-sap-tears,
kissed gently away.

The trail is rocky:
I’ve fallen off my bicycle,
there’s gravel in my knees,
& I want to go home.

I remember my mother’s smile,
hazy & light-like,
shadows of leaves flitting across my face
(the one that looks like hers.)

Dew darkens my hair,
blood staining white shorts—
I’m twelve years old, I’ve turned into a woman,
& it hurts.

The forest is ornate & preciously painted,
every growing pain written in the trees;
I trace the bark,
& I am a girl again.
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Shirley Lee in Green
Amber Baker

Before she was our Nanny, Shirley Lee
Bo bb ed her hair and worked
at a cookie factory. She was a
black and white plane in a frame.
Seeing all from the mantle, while sharing
my father's ears and eyebrow shape.
Loved beyond her hands until it burst
from the tips of her nine fingers,
overflowing to make our family’s earth.
The cookie factory holds the
tenth finger from her. She tended
a garden each spring after Mr. Hacket
turned the earth. A skill exchange
that raised us on a field of dirt.

Even when her mind sp l it and dementia
Clouded the brain,
loyal feet pushed her

down the hill
to her needy seeds . She'd maneuver around
groundhog tunnels to peer tomato leaves.
under
Sometimes collected howbeit young—
fried green tomatoes to match her thumb.
It tasted so fine to fetch them up fresh
from a warped styrofoam plate.
And to this day I hate mayonnaise
But I couldn't eat a fried green tomato

sandwich any other way.

Nanny's thumbs dipped in green
Earth erupted without her mental heed.
In the summer I watched vines creep
up
our hog pen

Melons grew plump
and

Sometimes they'd
fall when
they grew too big

high
and got too

meeting from the sky
to the

earth
through a thud

eventually d i ss o l v e d
into the ground

becoming the soil and all

If the pigs didn’t get them first.
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Dreamscape
Kelsey Faith Nichols

For the love of flowers
Subhashree Pattnaik

You say you love flowers, such tender beings Then you pluck them
because you supposedly do But do you? Is it love, when you snatch
them, though softly, from their bearers Where they grow, where
they bloom. Is it love dear? When you leave them lying
somewhere on the road or a rusted park bench On some table or
on lifelessly grey sidewalk. Or worse, behind the ears of a lover
Whose promise was a fantastic façade. I often think
about it and it is more the odd nature Of selfishness than the fashioned
love. It is not in your pretty palms to cut their time,
To stop them from sucking the sun a little more, To drain their
glimmering vibrancy in form of colors. Shouldn’t you let them grow
and bloom and play For mere moments more
Before the petals wilt and die eventually on their own? Shouldn’t you just let them be
still Or wavering through the winds, before they fall?
Maybe, just touch them with the softness With which you
pull them away And watch them grow, weep when they
droop. You might let them know, that way, you love them.

Then you pluck them
But do you? Is it love, when you snatch

Where they grow, where
Is it love dear? When you leave them lying

On some table or
Or worse, behind the ears of a lover

I often think
Of selfishness than the fashioned

It is not in your pretty palms to cut their time,
To drain their

Shouldn’t you let them grow
For mere moments more

Shouldn’t you just let them be
Or wavering through the winds, before they fall?

With which you
And watch them grow, weep when they

You might let them know, that way, you love them.
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Creation at the Community Garden
Elizabeth J. Wenger

Over a row of broccolini, the Catholic tells me he comes to this garden to be closer
to creation. I watch him smile down at the small, green florets and wonderwhose
creation?

Above us, sun and satellites and clouds and airplanes and incomprehensible
space. We walk along the neat row, snipping the tops. I begin to sense he wants to
talk about his Jesus.

“Jesus?” I want to say, “Never met the guy!”

But I can already predict how the Catholic would reply. The tired line about Jesus
knowing me, knowing everyone, knowing everything. Instead of joking, I listen.

The Catholic says he has heard Jesus’s voice in the midst of a panic attack. I cut
several lengths of broccolini and form them into a bunch, wonderingwhat does
Jesus’s voice sound like? Deep? A bit husky?

The word “broccolini” is trademarked. It was created by the Sakata Seed Company
in 1993 through a process of selective breeding. A combination of broccoli and
Chinese kale. More heat resistant and with a softer stalk. And it was good.

We empty our buckets of broccolini™ then make our way to the raspberries. The
Catholic pops a ruby cluster into his mouth and tells me how most people come to the
faith through a desire to better understand history. “Protestants realize they need to
go deeper. Need to get to the roots,” he says.

On TikTok, a stoned girl holds a broccoli stalk and takes it apart piece by piece,
marveling at how each portion is just another, smaller broccoli. Loose fractals of
creation coming apart in one's hands, the sort of stuff one can only truly appreciate
when feeling God’s grace or the acid hit.

A video on YouTube explains God’s genius in making bananas fit perfectly into the
human hand. The video fails to say that it is talking specifically about the Cavendish
banana, that yellow crescent common in American markets. The bananas are unable
to sexually reproduce; they are not offspring, but clones of other Cavendish bananas.
Due to the lack of genetic diversity, the monoculture is at risk of extinction by disease.

There are no bananas in this garden, but there is basil. It is while cutting basil that
the Catholic gets lost in talking about his Jesus, and forgets to ask about mine–if I
have one.

I too want to be close to creation, to stand in the historic moment of genesis. But
this desire forgets that creation is a process. A process that rides the line of the
natural and the artificial. It is too obvious to say that if we are made in God’s image,
we too are creators? Is it too obvious to ask if imperfect creatures can only create
imperfectly?

I tell the Catholic I have to get to class. He asks me the subject. I tell him:
technology. He grins and sighs, “Ahh, human striving.”

Contemplation
Jacqueline Goodall
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Bird Watching
Emmett Hein

Anhinga Anhinga

Beautiful bird
Your sharp-eyed head atop a sinuous neck,
Your tail a gown
Drifting beneath dappled brown
water.

You submerge
And re-emerge triumphant,
A silvered fish
Speared upon your beak.

Anhinga, anhinga,
Teach me how
You search beneath the surface.
I want to learn the art
Of breaking through the murk
Clutching a glittering gift.

Saskia Scott
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I lie in bed on rainy days, my face turned towards the glass windowpane (opened
slightly ajar). I feel the chill of the cooled air lapping over my skin; I hear the hushed
murmur of the sky whispering into the mouth of the earth. I roll every Korean word
for rain on my tongue like pumpkin candy, like cold marbles, like the taste of mist
rolling over the city on a fresh, unwrapped morning.

• •

Of course, I cannot dwell in the beauty of rain—its thrumming music, its heady
fragrance—without also remembering that it offers a direct reflection on the pollution
we have wrought on this world. I can let so many words describe rain melting on my
tongue like a chip of ice, but I will be unable to open my lips to the actual drops
plummeting from the sky, their clearness belying how contaminated they have
become. As the country simmers into a higher temperature, the air holds more
moisture, resulting in calamitous rainfall events. The world is moving on to a hotter,
wilder, angrier age, where massive downpours flood people out of their homes and ice
floes are swallowed by the sea.

Just this summer, a deluge thundered through our streets and turned our capital
city to a basin of sludge, brimming over with a slurry of brown. The richest families in
Gangnam lost their sleek, foreign-made cars; the poorest, carrying the weight of their
lives each day from their banjiha (basement apartments), lost their very lives. Cows
gasped for air in churning stalls; thousands of bees perished in their water-torn hives.
We have beaten the face of the sky into a dark bruise, and it grieves me that those
with the least power to harm the planet are so often those who are first to suffer from
the consequences.

I bask in my love for rain, a pure and spontaneous pleasure that has not yet been
commodified, and simultaneously blush at my ability to still romanticize it. For all its
minor griefs and little squeals of pain, how easy my life must be, to still see rain as a
symphony I can enjoy, rather than as an authoritative and stunning blow to the face.

• •

Currently, I am a little in love with J. Which is to say, right now, he is the person I
would most like to sit next to when it rains. I can write this because he does not much
like reading, and reading in English, a foreign language, is a yet more difficult task: it
is a difference in belonging, not just in taste. I will always feel a little lonely, writing in
a borrowed language that most of my loved ones do not read; at the same time, it
grants my pen a rare liberty. It allows me to bare my heart to strangers, yet keep the
smallest corner of myself private to those I care dearly about.

My relationship with J is like rain: at times thinning to a slender thread amid
sunlight, at times pouring down in a rush of feeling, but always, I know that it will
come to an end. That the sky will open up again, and I will have to wince and blink at
the harsh light, and the scrubbed pavements, and face the hardness of its streets and
the raw faces of the newly washed buildings alone. Both of us are caught up in
uncertain situations that leave us reluctant to make promises, to define a relationship
that has drenched us both with its sudden slash of light. I do not know when he will
leave me. I do not know if I will be able to stay. This makes me afraid sometimes, so
afraid that I want to cry, even when he is running his hands through my hair or
telling me that I am beautiful.

Rain
Esther Ra

All through the holiday it rained, long swaths of blue liquid washing down the
window panes. The body of our neighborhood stream swelled and throbbed like a
pregnant woman—astounded by the rush of power, the sudden ferocity, exploding
from her slender borders.

I had been doing paperwork all day, and J had been working on assignments from
his job. Unpaid labor on a holiday, I argued, was equivalent to extortion. J laughed. I
pushed aside all our work.

—Come on, I said.We need to get out of here.

It was a fifteen-minute walk to the closest downtown area, where we could look
for a clean place to eat a warm meal, but in the rain it felt much longer. In my white
flats, I slipped and slid through the water, clutching onto J’s blue T-shirt, laughing
helplessly. Under the small protection of our flimsy and shared umbrella, we clung to
each other for warmth. He kept tilting the umbrella my way, until his sleeve grew
dark with running water.

There was a time, a few months ago, when I was very unhappy at J, and we had
not spoken for weeks. We had gone to the mountains with our friends and family, and
it began to rain—a light, pungent patter to which all the curled green leaves began
vibrating. He took out an umbrella, and it burst open above our heads. I looped my
arm into his, and we began staggering down the mountain, fitting our feet carefully
into the safer crevices of the suddenly slick rocks. He grasped my hand tightly every
time I seemed to stumble.

Around us, the soft soily smell of earth. The gentle quaking of the trees. Our
friends, who had gone ahead of us, grew fainter and fainter. He smiled at me and
said, It’s a good thing it rained. I was silent, my hand warming slowly in his.

Everything seems somehow more intimate in the rain.

• •

I love the myriad words in Korean for rain (bi), as if by naming the sky’s many
outpours we would somehow tame them, crystallize them into solid drops of mother-
of-pearl in a dark jewelry box. When really it remains an elemental and unpredictable
force: gentle at times, then furious. Reverberating, relentless as history.

Garangbi, mist-rain: a slender rain just thicker than dew. Garubi, powder-rain:
rain that scatters and flies, like bean powder off a plate of fresh rice cakes. Gooseulbi,
marble-rain, with raindrops as perfectly formed and shining as a shower of marbles,
sparkling and clattering from the sky. Yeoubi, fox-rain, a slight shower on a sunlit
day—from the old story of the cloud that wept when a fox it had loved ended up
marrying a tiger. Booseulbi, drizzle-rain. Silbi, thread-rain.Heulkbi, dirt-rain. Jambi,
iseulbi, uruembi.
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How to eat the rain?
Brishti Roy

Don’t drink it.

In July
It is piss on
Sugar crumb debris

Radio static against an
Inverse buzzcut green

Crawling roofs, ticklish teeth
Testimonials of newborn trees

Purple-thunder-borborygmus

Nausea and wind

On the roof
A tip-toeing water tank

Unable to open its mouth
Craning up in hope

In August

It is a chin on a knee looking
At me

—Stay with me, I said to him once, clutching the folds of his clothes. Twisting
them in my palms as if they could anchor him to my life.

—I will, he said. Both of us knowing how insubstantial such words were. How
quickly the sky was shifting again, moving on and away.

• •

Which is to say: there are so many names for so many kinds of rain in this world,
and I cannot experience any of them with my mouth open. Which is to say: love
makes the world shine, but cannot offer salvation. I do not want anymore to do
anything to hurt the sky into fine dust and flood. I do not want to love while holding
my leashed and tugging heart in my hands; I want to let it run free.

I left my papers and went to J, who was sleeping at the back of the building, arms
flung over his face.

—Hi, I whispered. You asked me to wake you up.

He gave me a blurry smile and reached out, held my wrists in his hands.

—Let me lie here just a little longer, he said.Who knows how many more days I’ll
have like this?

—Days like this?

He kept smiling up at my face. The window was open, the rain falling brightly and
steadily.

—Feeling this peaceful, he said. Listening to the rain. Being here. Looking at you.
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Sea Poem
Noah Jacob

the waves are exhausted tonight,
and the fish aren’t biting.
when you left,
you left a skylight to the
wasting parts of the sun.
and us.

my brother says
angels have sore throats
from all the prayer for the
yemeni girls like mum
raising kids like us, alone.

mum says I don’t feel the years
because the rocks
haven’t been here long
enough to become sand.

but getting older has been
hard without you.

sometimes, we still find
water in the walls.
I run back and forth between the
living room and the kitchen.
stick fishing hooks through the
bruise and silverfish wrinkle
under my eyes.

at night, I hear her say it again.
I look just like you from underwater.
faulty bodied,
a metal mitosis.
watch it age me,
the same way it did to you.
the way saltwater eats at a machine.

Simplicity in Chaos
Swapna Devireddy
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Stubbed toes and bacon grease
Trae Stewart

Rain curtains, blowing parallel to the soil, reprieve stifling humidity,
In rural Tennessee, ground still saturated by cotton picker blood,
Ponds flood, displacing tadpoles from opportunities,
Into puddles, trapped between surfaced roots of thick oaks,
Strangled by borders, evaporation their hour-glass,
I scoop up two, in a smeared Hellman’s jar, for my whimsy
They tumble in the liquid tornado, clicking against the glass,
An opaque window to a mysterious world, providing only glimpses,
I traipse my huskiness through moist weeds, prickles and briars,
Stick in hand, poking croaks from mud puppies,
Until they surrender their protest,
I redirect my sadism to chug rocks at cottonmouths,
Shimmying sine waves across reflective surfaces,
Full rays, no protection, a developing melanoma,
On my skin, and on my environment,
I glisten, copper-toned, famished,
When Mama clangs like a chuckwagon triangle,
My muscles clinch, pop in my calves, and I sprint,
In a make-believe race against my Labrador, stench of pond gunk,
He’s home by my first pause, when I hunker over,
Hands on knees, heaving, comforting the stitch in my gelatinous baby fat,
I persevere, through clouds of gnats,
Path of bioluminescent bugs and cicada hums,
The journey is redundant, muscle memory,
Until my mind becomes hazed, my juvenile legs uncoordinated,

My toe rendezvouses with pavement, trauma born,
I wince, tear up, and teeter on my heel to finish the trek,
Flecks of grit and dirt shimmer in beading interstitial fluid ,
“What did you do to yourself?”
No matter, the brown bottle appears,
Hydrogen peroxide, a Southerner’s cure-all,
Toxic bubbles, even to my own skin,
“Blow Mama!” Inevitably, to cool the burn,
I left my big boy courage with my torture stick outside,
In the bath, air humid like before the rains, sanitizing,
I’m a tadpole, in a porcelain tub smeared with naïveté,
Matches at the ready during tick checks, to incite their release,
Clear nail polish to frost chiggers’ red welts,
Suffocate the pests, and quell the histamines,
All fades in front of pork chops fried in bacon grease,
Spooned from the army green canister sequestered in the fridge,
Milky white, waxy, a porcine candle,
A sow’s essence to cook her offspring sadly, what delicious irony,
Sticks to your ribs, your arteries, and your memories,
Thick and durable, like the scab on my big toe,
That I start to pick between biscuits,
As raindrops tickle the windows,
Transporting tadpoles again, for tomorrow’s conquests,
I’ll require the empty pickle jar.
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Gingko Poem
Liam-Lucille Wright

Trailing on the ashes and dried sheets of so many years,
I am left only with my buried authors, my siblings too distant

to find. I never left, only spread from teeming swamps and jungles of brethren reaching
ever-up amidst the boughs of living elders. Trace my past. My lines run up from my midribs, enjamb

into my branches and indent all the way down to the trunk before vanishing back into the gloom of history.
My roots curled around forgotten inspiration, I peer from that darkness. A past growing in the present,

I am the last unseen memory of the moment I emerged, centre aligned.
But from my offshoots, I will rewrite myself and bloom

new verses for this fading instant.
Watch as my stanza wilts

where new green
and golden
leaf-words
sprout:

I
am
them,
they
are
me.
We
are

poem.

Gingko
KatieBute Art
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THE MOON IS A SINGLE SLICE OF
CLEMENTINE
Cassandra Traina

The moon is a single slice of clementine.
And so it is juicy and so it is lonely.

The moon in that poem I wrote last year—it was this deep orange color.
But I couldn’t get the orange to do what I wanted, so I changed it to a pale blue.
But I don’t want you to think I’m an unreliable narrator
(although I’m definitely an unreliable narrator).
I just want you to know that that decision haunts me.
I really do think about it a lot.

And I think a lot about the time I told my mother I understood when I really didn’t.
And the time I understood and told my brother I didn’t, so he had to
explain how time passed through us for a little while longer
because I wanted to be the sole object of his attention for a little while longer.

I think about how every change to the evening sky frightens me
and therefore I have not made peace with death.
Walking with you, under all those stars, surrounded by all our friends,
I was so annoyed that I hadn’t kissed you yet, and therefore
I couldn’t just reach out and kiss you right then.

But I was also terrified because the sky was crowded and we were crowded
and I was split between wanting to grab onto you for steadiness
and wanting to call my mother when the comet––that I did not yet know was a
comet––came through to make sure the plummeting object didn’t land in New York.

You did kiss me that night, and I closed my eyes and forgot about the moon’s loneliness
and all those stars who will never know the pleasure of following a woman
into a room and closing the door behind her—shutting out the beauty of the sky
and not feeling like you’re missing out on anything.

BERRY
Briana Campbell
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it is a gift
Amber Gwynne

i

At the top of the hill there is a church. From a distance, its outer walls look orange.
Up close, the bricks are a mixture of terracotta and aubergine, the window arches
splayed like purple fans against a woman’s wrist.

Sometimes I hear the mellow drone of a pipe organ. Sometimes a priest tosses pieces
of torn bread to the magpies squabbling at his feet. Once, I stooped on the concrete
path to pat a cat whose nametag read DO NOT FEED, a phone number engraved on
the back. Mostly, the church yard sits empty.

By the time I reach the main road, I’m out of breath. At peak hour, cars fill all four
lanes, thickening the air with exhaust and the mechanical whimper of idling engines.

I turn sharply back the way I’ve come.

Every day I walk like this.

ii

The hill is hard to climb, at first, after so many months inside.

You’re not going to like this, the doctor had said, leaning forwards in her chair, one
hand cupped around a computer mouse.

On her monitor, a monochromatic kaleidoscope, all black and white and filmy grey,
twists and unfolds with each subtle movement of her fingers. We stare. The cascading
shapes are mesmerising in their opacity—their unknowability—to me.

We haven’t missed anything, she eventually sighs, as if I might be wasting her time.

I had tugged at my mask, pressed tears out of my eyes with the heel of one hand.

But we need to nip this in the bud, try to stop it in its tracks before it stops you
forever. You must drink enough water. You must get enough sleep. You must take
your medication, do something every day to relax, something you enjoy—get outside.
You must walk.

She plucks a script from the printer tray, folding the green sheet in half across its
perforated line. She has nothing more to add.

I follow the exit arrows—blue on speckled linoleum—out of the hospital. A mid-
afternoon breeze lifts pieces of hair from my face as I cross an overpass to the bus
depot, and I marvel at the clean expanse of sky, the skin of my bare arms, the
pedalling motion of my knees and feet, their automaticity, the way the muscles bunch
and burn. A body doing as it should.

Later, I bury a fistful of keys in the pocket of my pants and pull the front door closed
behind me. I stop when I reach the footpath at the top of the driveway. Then I turn
right, towards the sound of church bells.

iii

From the top of the street, where the orange church backs onto a school and children
cross the striped bitumen wearing tartan skirts and ribboned hats, the city skyline is
visible on the horizon, the shapes cut out like a row of bottom teeth.

Every day, the horizon looks different. On a late summer’s afternoon, skyscrapers
blur in the rising heat. For weeks, it rains and rains, heavy-bellied clouds crowding
the glass and chrome. Sometimes, as the sun sinks out of view, the light is too bright,
burning in haloes beyond the gaunt vertical structures. I bring a hand to my eyes,
shifting my gaze to the red and brown rooftops, the crisscrossing powerlines that dip
in and out of the cassia and crepe myrtle, all the way to the bottom of the street.

I turn it into a game, naming each plant as I follow the footpath down—down past the
little roundabout where nobody gives way, down, all the way down, to the STOP sign
at the intersection, the one that cuts at an odd angle where cars honk and stall and
gather impatiently as someone attempts to turn.

Here is a garden bed overrun with gazania, I say to myself. Here are three frangipani
trees: one white, one pink, one a feverish coral. I wonder who planted them all in a
row. Here is a shrub of hibiscus, the blossoms as warm and tender as sunburnt skin.
Here is a wire fence drooping beneath the weight of a passionfruit vine, each yellow
orb glossy and unblemished. Here is a strip between the footpath and the kerb where
cosmos flowers, lilac and magenta, quiver on long stalks, clumps of croton and oyster
plant obscuring the stone border. Here is a thicket of rosemary—or is it lavender?—
and a geranium spilling leaves over the lip of a broken pot. Here is another fence,
threaded with orange trumpet.

In a patch of overgrowth always cold with shade, the variegated, sword-like leaves of
a snake plant strain for sunlight. In spite of the darkness, they are large and strong.
Obscenely, aggressively alive. I wrench one bladed leaf from the soil; it’s as long as
my arm, curiously fleshy, the base leaking sap that’s bloodlike in its stickiness. I’ve
read that you can slice a chevron in the leaf, place it in some water, and watch fine,
white roots descend from its cut edge in only a matter of weeks.

I like to grow things. I like to grow something from nothing. I’m sure there’s a lesson
in that somewhere—a metaphor, a paradigm, an aphorism. I like to grow things, so I
cut the leaf, suspend it in a vase, and wait for the wound to yield new life.

iv

I used to walk twice, three times, as far. From the bus stop to my office, from the
office to the bus stop, fleeing the high-rise building during lunchtimes for a half-hour
of sunshine—some dirt and noise after hours of muffled conversation and the lemony
haze of fluorescent lights. I’d line up for sushi, browse shops as I wandered by, wait at
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the traffic lights admiring women in carefully ironed clothes as they checked their
watches and gesticulated to colleagues, paper coffee cup in hand. On a street corner,
I’d bend to add loose change to a busker’s hat, pause outside a florist in the mall to
inhale the aroma of cut flowers and wet paper, pretty bunches of carnations, tulips,
baby’s breath.

These days, exhausted before I reach the crest of the hill, I decide I’m no longer made
of skin and bones or blood and hair. My body is whale flesh, my limbs like lead, like
granite, fallen oak.

I stop on the path, pinching at the fabric that clings damply to my armpits. A cramp
has developed in my left foot. I pull my hand through a hedge of mock orange.

But it’s a relief to close a door on the house, the walls and floors and furniture now
suffused with sickness: the hospital bill tucked inside a novel as a makeshift
bookmark, the dresser scattered with empty blister packets, metal spines now bent
out of shape, the half-made bed on which our two cats lie sleeping, enjoying the
residual warmth of my body, the bicycle tilted against a wall in the garage with its
sunken tyres and handlebars rusting, a cup of undrunk tea gone cold by the sink.

Each afternoon, I go outside. I walk to the top of the street, then to the STOP sign at
the bottom, counting 2,718 steps from my front door and back. Eight and a half love
songs. The time it takes, in winter, for dusk to dissolve into darkness.

Day after day, week by week, I come to recognise people by the dogs they walk. Two
women stroll together at dusk, arms pulled straight by a trio of golden retrievers. A
young mother grips the handlebar of a pram, commandeering an Irish Wolfhound at
her side, the leash laced through her fingers, hands ropey with effort,. A silver-haired
businessman carries a Pomeranian in the crook of each arm. We always smile and
nod good afternoon if we catch each other’s eye.

We’d been thinking of getting a dog, before all this, if I couldn’t have a baby, perhaps.
We’d brainstormed names, wondered if the cats would acquiesce, decided a shelter
animal would be best.

But then there were the lights, all the lights are red, we’re stopped in traffic, I’m
shouting, you’re telling me to breathe, and I’m saying help me, please help me, why
isn’t anybody helping me and I fall on the floor, I’m waiting for the world to go dark,
everyone is moving so slowly, they’re walking, and I want to say please give me a
little longer, please give me another chance, we were going to get a dog, we have a
life, I had a life, but I’m lying still, don’t move, they say, from another room, lie
perfectly still now, this will be noisy, lie still, and the sounds begin, like war, like
battle, like bodies breaking into pieces, like this is more than I can bear, but I am still.

Oh.

The sound of a woman’s voice rises above the whoosh of a passing car.

Oh, she likes to say hello to people.

A little white terrier pushes her snout into my upturned hand.

I murmur something in reply, barely audible, wiping my palm across the sleeve of my

shirt. I feel suddenly foolish, conscious of my cracked lips, the sock on my right foot
pulled up over the cuff of my trackpants, the dent in my scalp where the hair hasn’t
grown over.

But she’s already gone—without my glasses, just a moving outline on the path ahead,
cap pulled low over a blonde ponytail.

She won’t give me a second thought, I realise. I’m a fleeting presence, small and
insignificant, hardly a quiver in the dirt.

I could be anyone.

I could be well.

v

On a damp autumn afternoon, I trudge up the hill while rain steadily falls, my shoes
filling with water. I hold my umbrella at an angle so it won’t disturb the branches of
the Indian tulips hanging low over the footpath. I decide to take a detour from my
usual circuit, walking along a side street where hip-hop music, strangely tinny, pulses
from a dance studio, girls in leotards clutching duffle bags for warmth as they shiver
on the front steps waiting for their mums.

I reach the corner on which the three frangipani, all in a row, have filled the gutters
with sodden petals. White and pink and that virulent coral. Their scent is sweet and
watery, slightly foetid. A man and a woman stand smoking against the peeling façade
of their weatherboard house, cigarettes held aloft in greeting as I shuffle past.

Along the kerbside, households have stacked unwanted belongings for council pick-
up—a sunken sofa, an IKEA bookshelf, an abandoned art project—and wheelie bins
stand askew, wherever they’ve been cast by the motorised arm of the garbage trucks
that morning.

A dead magpie lies prone on the roadside, a gust of wind raising its wing in a final
salute, and it occurs to me, this day, that I have nothing left to look forward to.
Something in me has gone septic, and this body—all its many inscrutable,
imperceptible failures—seems to sever me from the lives I observe all around: the
houses in which I will never live, the flaccid plants I haven’t watered, the wailing baby
who isn’t mine.

I pass an old Queenslander leaning back against the rain-soaked sky, and a black
Labrador barks through the slats of the fence. I stumble backwards, the sleeve of my
jumper catching on a shrub of untrimmed lily pily, my heart beating too fast.

Further along the footpath, I notice some figs scattered across the mottled concrete,
shed during an earlier storm, and I put two of them in my pocket.

At home, I cut them open with a steak knife, revealing a fibrous interior that’s
colourless, inedible.
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vi

You have beautiful skin, I remember the nurse saying to me. What do they call it?
Like an English rose.

She dips a cloth in soapy water, dragging it gently along the length of my back.

Would you like to get up and walk? She ties the hospital gown closed and tips the
water into a basin nearby.

First, I pull on a pair of non-slip socks over the white compression stockings. Then I
move to the edge of the bed, swinging my legs over the side. I put one foot on the
vinyl tile, then the other. I touch my hand to the back of my head. My fingertips come
away bloody.

Just take it nice and slowly, the nurse repeats. One foot in front of the other. And we
walk. I walk several metres until the cold, speckled floor splits left and right. There
are beds on both sides, pleated blue curtains pulled closed, a constant beeping, as
regular as breath, as a heartbeat, that somehow only sharpens the sterile silence.

Let’s turn around now. The nurse is there, at my elbow.

We walk back the way we’ve come.

It is a gift.

vii

Sometimes I still cry at night. My husband holds my hand beneath the bedcovers,
loosening his grip as he succumbs to sleep, and I twist on the mattress, reach for a
glass of water, stretch out my hand to fondle one of the cats, feeling for the fossil
shapes of vertebrae beneath fur. I wake in the morning to find I’m alone, a cup of
warm tea on the bedside table.

In the distance, the church bells chime. A siren wails. At lunchtime, schoolchildren
shout and laugh, hundreds of them, and the sound of it carries down the hill. I get up.
I count out two little white tablets, the long, dark capsule, some paracetamol for good
measure. I water the plants on the balcony. I force a load of wet washing into the
drier. Standing over the kitchen sink, I stare at the neighbour’s yard, where old
furniture and car bodies gather dust in the crawl space beneath a strip of cinder-block
units. I eat peanut butter from the jar.

Somehow, the day passes. I bend to tie my shoelaces and step outside. I walk to the
top of the hill and follow the footpath back down.

Today, I saw a toddler crouched on a driveway with his dad, drawing rainbows on the
concrete with fat stubs of coloured chalk. Further down, an elderly couple climb out
each side of a taxi, rolling suitcases along a narrow path to their front door, walking
stiffly as if they’ve endured a long flight.

At the bottom of the street, near the STOP sign, I turn for a moment.

From where I stand, I can just make out the imprint of a steeple in the distance, a
little cross held inside a circle of steel high above the trees. Overhead, interlacing
branches reach like children’s arms for their mothers. If I look closely, I can see the
foliage cut away to make space for the powerlines—one type of life giving way for
another.
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Swans
Joel Keith

Swans crackle on the burlap lake
like voices on truck radios
predicting traffic and damnation
or like the tires of trucks
pulling into gravel truck stops
bearing heavy loads upon their beds,
smoothing, smoothing the unsmoothable surface of the gravel,
rearranging gravel like the swans rearrange
creases in the slick black fabric of the lake
leaving no trace upon the lake
as they themselves are traces of the lake
which is a constant tracing and retracing of itself,
tracing over where the swans were on the lake,
in themselves, on themselves, being themselves the lake
in which they wrap themselves in burlap and are buried
under hunks of bread tossed by a trucker
from a truck stop bench.

Autumn Lillies
Emma Phillips
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Look into the Air
Cole Richard

Fugue in the Key of Melancholia
Ciara Gordon

The moon bathed in the sea as it hung low
settling into slumber, the milky reflection wraps the night close
around my shoulders, sleeplessness
into silence into secrets only the wind can understand—
I try to parse out each whispered echo, to no avail.

I eat salt for breakfast
in preparation for my body to melt into the waves.
The flavour reminds me of the days I sat outside my grandmother’s window
hiding away under the shade of an old weeping willow
waiting

for the mountains to fall over
the trees to lose their memories
her glass to be empty.

I never expected to find her glass still full,
but with only the ghost of her hand to hold it.

As I sit alone, I wonder
how many moons before it is my turn to lay
to rot in this dirt, in this water?
Deer nibbling at my fingertips, otter cracking open my skull
to feast upon dreams, birds satiated upon my laughter, my tears.

In the symphonic lull of the tides there is no comfort
found tonight. A sad omen sits cold upon my feet instead.
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To Be Thrust from the Garden
Is a Loving Act

Javier Sandoval

Grumbling, I heaved into my garden through the two elms (tall
& wide, that seem to guard it) stepping over my lettuce, striding past
my tomatoes, then towering above my mint patch in the herbs.
I leaned absent-mindedly to pluck it, and turned back without regard
for the new space in the world . . . an opening —a lessening.

I sensed a spirit reach toward my back, but I ignored it & strode distracted
by the evening’s chores. I saw only the kettle that will hold
this mint tea asked for by my lady amidst my rush over other tasks.
She’s sick, she’s upset, she’s worried.

So am I. Over other tasks.
The tomato vines grazed my shoulders, the lettuce bristled, and the two giant elms

leaned toward me . . .

The vines wrapped me like a harness, and the lettuce clamped my boots,
as the two elms glared me down, shoved me down with their knuckled branches,
all to make me kneel in the dirt.

The earth swirled into pictures, then into faces:
I saw the leaves are here to give, but only if I respect their gifts.
I saw my lady’s also here to give, but again, only if—only if . . .
I saw that she will drink her tea, and then pass.
I saw . . . saw . . . I’m so sorry.

I’m sorry, I’m— with self-pity I tried to water full the lessening,
but the two elms lifted me by the armpits, and the lettuce nuzzled
off my boots, as the tomato vines brushed the pollen off my back,
pet my head, and nudged me toward my lady, to appreciate

all her gifts.

After John Butler

Rose Garden
Harper Crane
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Your Opa’s tulip fields
Amy Devine

one year, we visited the tulip fields outside of Amsterdam
your opa had described carpets of colour, stretching as far as the eye could imagine
seeing
he talked about cycling through bulbs and tearing up rainbow hurricanes in his wake

we caught the bus

I think, when I am gone, I will haunt those fields - I will stand
in crimson lowlight, between the smell of hay and perfume
ink on my fingertips
I will examine every face that looks out across the harvest
watch lips twitch, eyelids flutter
someone trying to describe the exact shade of yellow or purple or ice blue
I will wander the hedge maze, catch young couples lead held-hands around corners,
blushing like frostbite

I will watch everything - knowing that nothing
will feel like seeing you squint into sundown, hoping to catch a glimpse of your opa
and his bike
and the rainbow hurricane behind him

Back lawn still life
Lauren Kaeli Baker

Daisies in white petal tutus
with day’s end pink hems
stretch proud across stage
ballerinas in a Degas painting

Bumblebee stumbles
heavy of wing – town drunk
alights on wild dandelion
confuses it for the sun

Hidden thatch of thistle thorns
waiting for tired walks to clothesline
amid blades of grass misnomered
dreaming of growth in endless fields

Fenced in patch of green
mid-suburban bridled hum drum
defiantly untethered buttercups
gasping underfoot
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AUG 12 // BANAL NATURE THEME
Cassandra Traina

There were white dotted deer and brown speckled rabbits and simple squirrels with
fallen crab apples in their hands. They moved harmoniously through the greenery
and the wildflowers the color of clabber milk, accented with a neat yellow pad soaking
in creamy petals, and the birds looked over it all, providing a symphony for the scene.
And I––in my humanness––dispersed each player except the squirrel, who lazed
nearby content in our proximity. I was so aware of my body and my abundant fat and
artificial clothing and cherry-colored toenails behind my shoes. I sat and then lay
beneath a tree central to the meadow and pretended the earth could absorb me. That
I was just an animal as we all are, and the sun graced me with warmth. Not me
particularly, but the bit of earth we all were contained in.

Eden
Nora de Mariaffi
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Choking Lettuce
Eline van der Linde

garden
Oli M

my only real goal in life is to, one day, have a house with a garden. a short walk away
from a small town with a cozy coffee shop and a farmers market where I can trade
flowers and figs for jars of honey and fresh vegetables. I’ll grow vegetables in my garden,
too — tomatoes for my mother and brussels for my father even though the taste of
tomatoes makes me cringe and the texture of brussels makes me nauseous. a bird feeder
hanging from a thriving lemon tree, both for my grandmother and me — the only two in
the family who prefer a lemon tart to chocolate cake (though we don’t turn our noses up
at chocolate, either). a rose bush or two for my grandfather to pick and give to my
grandmother every spring, and a fig tree, for me. for a few short weeks once a year, my
fingers will stay sticky and I won’t mind the mosquito bites because I’ll be digging into
my figs, right there, at the tree like Papa and I used to do when I was still innocent and
he was still him, picking roses for his wife and daughters and me.
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Waking Up at the Campsite
Olivia J. Kiers

Ear to the earthworm who crumbles what is left of night I grow aware
of my shoulder’s weight this first untethering an ache in the gray.

How long before a match-strike or the sound of a zipper
dissolves the last milk-cold stars with a spoon’s clink?

Close as sleep allows I follow earthworms tunneling deep
into soil as my sleeping bag turns.

The pace of fog counts backward and faraway
lakes lap cold mud a lulling tongue but my body

continues finding new bones who want to rise
from an earth whose membrane thins gold at my eyelids

until I can no longer ignore the whisper of nylon at my elbow.
It would only take one turn to split an arm through this cocoon

dazed, pale and curious as the sky already hums
along its cords stretching taut until transparent. Bozeman, Montana

Becky Chase
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